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Background: The lack of a safe and effective drug against radiation injury is a major hurdle in management of these
diseases. Owing to unprecedented radionuclear threats and accidents that may occur, screening of Johns Hopkins
Clinical Compound Library (JHCCL) was carried out in zebraﬁsh embryos for identifying novel radio modulators
against lethal radiation injury and death. This repositioning strategy with the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approved small molecules identiﬁed scopolamine methyl bromide (SMB) as a novel radioprotective and
mitigative agent against 20 Gy gamma irradiation dose. The present study is an attempt to identify the potential
target of SMB, which may also prove beneﬁcial as a therapeutic target for other SMB like molecules in ameliorating radiation induced injury and death.
Method: We have performed in silico studies with structural similarity search tool, using Tanimoto coefﬁcient (Tc)
index for identiﬁcation of a molecule amongst known radioprotectors that acts as the lead reference compound
and helps predict SMB activity. A similar analysis with JHCCL was done to predict and identify more SMB like
molecules that may contribute to radiomodulation in a similar manner. Further, molecular docking was performed on computational AutoDock Vina platform to predict the novel target for SMB, with identiﬁed lead from
the known radiomodulators (RM) as the reference compound. DUD-E decoys were used as benchmark for validating our virtual studies.
Results: A structural analysis of SMB with JHCCL and collection of known radioprotectors has revealed its close
resemblance to atropine, a known radioprotector. It exhibited Tc index of 0.66. Four more structural entities were
found from JHCCL bearing close structural resemblance to SMB and atropine. Molecular docking studies performed with muscarinic receptor M2 (reported target of atropine) exhibited similar binding energies (BEs) for
atropine and SMB (9.4 and 9.7 kcal/mol respectively), and a three-dimensional superimposed binding
conformation of SMB and atropine. Due to known activity of atropine as an anti-inﬂammatory agent and as
Cyclooxygenase-2 (Cox-2) antagonist, SMB when evaluated for antagonism against Cox-2 receptor exhibited novel
inhibitory action. SMB exhibited BE similar to indomethacin (chosen as the reference lead), an established
radioprotector due to its potent Cox-2 inhibitory activity. Molecular docking studies revealed similar binding
conformation of SMB and indomethacin with BE of 8.0 and 8.2 kcal/mol respectively. DUD-E study further
validated SMB to behave as an active ligand for antagonizing Cox-2 in comparison to the decoys.
Conclusion: These results emphasised that SMB could be a potent non-steroidal anti-inﬂammatory agent
contributing towards radioprotection/mitigation by inhibiting Cox-2.

1. Introduction
The lack of a single reliable target for achieving radioprotection
makes unbiased screening using biological end points of interest as an
important strategy. In a recent study, we have adopted an unbiased/blind
screening of JHCCL, where we were able to show novel radioprotection

and radio-mitigation capabilities by a small molecule scopolamine
methyl bromide (SMB) in zebraﬁsh embryos against lethal dose of
ionizing radiation (manuscript communicated; Shrivastava et al., 2016).
Further, through in vivo studies we found that the probable mechanism
involved in protection and mitigation in embryos against deleterious
effects of radiation were achieved majorly through anti-inﬂammation
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pubmed.com) using different keywords, namely radiation protection,
radiomodulation, radio-mitigation and radioprotector. From the resulting set of molecules that were shortlisted, complex plant extracts, inorganic salts, and organic and inorganic metals and ions were removed and
the ﬁnal set with 130 molecules, reported to render radiomodulation in
different models, were used in the present study as a pool of known
compounds with protective, mitigative or therapeutic properties against
radiation injury. This data set of radiomodulators, termed as known RM,
comprised of 130 molecules, which were further used for in silico studies
(structural similarity search) against the novel lead (SMB) identiﬁed in
zebraﬁsh screening. Fig. 1 depicts the strategy that was followed for the
present study.

pathways. Amelioration of neutrophil and macrophage trafﬁcking in vivo
against chemical and radiation induced injury was highly signiﬁcant in
all these studies performed (p < 0.5) with SMB treatment.
Finding novel applications of existing and marketed drugs are
currently on a rise. They are found to be effective and suitable in offtarget prediction, and understanding involved side effects [1,2]. The
direct screening of pharmacopoeia for a speciﬁc target is promising but
also labor intensive, demanding high infrastructure. Predicting these libraries of molecules for a new action is hence desirable [3,4]. In small
molecules, because of their size and less complexity in their structure,
they can directly give rise to activity of that particular molecule. Structure and activity is well connected in small molecules. Structures are not
much complicated in small molecules unlike proteins, as they do not form
secondary structures. Hence, chemically and structurally similar small
molecules will share their activity too [5]. The activity simply does not
mean binding a target protein but also other pharmacological and
physiological activities, including anti cancerous and anti-inﬂammatory.
Hence, the chemoinformatics approach of ﬁnding similarity in molecules'
structure is more reliable when the information regarding a particular
protein and/or molecule is less known. In addition, two structurally
similar small molecules with Tanimoto coefﬁcient (Tc)  0.85 have a
chance to share 30% similar activity [3], where Tanimoto coefﬁcient is a
property that measures similarity index of two or more molecules.
A drug or small molecule is not very accurate in interacting with just
one protein target but may interact with many off targets and consequently have several bioactivities. The bioactivity can in turn be either
advantageous or damaging. Hence, a small molecule can be repositioned
for a new off target interaction or new bioactivity. Hence, screening an
old Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved drug for new bioactivity is a reliable approach that helps in saving money, time
and resource.
Drugs are designed for a particular purpose or against a speciﬁc
protein target, still they interfere and interact with different proteins
showing their off-targets. This sometimes results in side effects for a
particular drug. This kind of interaction of a drug with different proteins
is termed as ‘drug polypharmacology’ [6]. Drugs used for some other
purpose, if show association of some new activity, can therefore be
repurposed for this new activity. In particular, if a drug in the market
shows new target association it can be used for that new activity as well.
This phenomenon is termed ‘drug repositioning or repurposing’. The
investigation by Crutis and group was highlighted in a study for successfully discovering new antimalarial activity of an old FDA approved
drug Astemizole from JHCCL that was previously used for antihistamine
activity [7]. Repositioning or screening of old FDA approved drugs for
new bioactivity is hence a reliable approach that helps save money, time
and resource. In silico approaches could be adopted as the primary step
for attaining such processes, which fasten sorting out potentially positive
molecules for a given end point. Such approach may involve structural
and/or functional studies at virtual level.
An FDA approved small molecule drug, SMB, in an unbiased
screening of 200 small molecules from JHCCL has shown promising
radioprotection and radio-mitigation properties in zebraﬁsh embryos
when exposed to 20 Gy gamma irradiation at 24 h post fertilization (hpf).
Mechanistic studies performed for this known FDA approved motion
sickness drug has exhibited signiﬁcant anti-inﬂammatory activity (data
communicated, Shrivastava et al., 2016). Its known target (muscarinic
receptor or CHRM) as such has no reported role in anti-inﬂammation.
The present study is thus an effort to ﬁnd a target for this repositioned
drug SMB, which contributes towards its radiomodulatory property via
anti-inﬂammatory mechanism.

2.2. Small molecule library
JHCCL Ver 1.0 (http://htc.wustl.edu/library/JHCCL.html) was obtained from Johns Hopkins University, Maryland, USA.
2.3. In silico studies
2.3.1. Structural similarity search and library analysis
The two datasets, JHCCL and known RM, were ranked according to
Tc, against the novel radiomodulator SMB identiﬁed from zebraﬁsh
screening. Tc of 0.5 was taken as the threshold value for ﬁltering molecules with similar structures [3] from these datasets. Top hits from both
the datasets showing structural similarities with the reference compound
(SMB) were further analyzed to identify their molecular targets and
known functions/activities using database sources such as Drug Bank
and PubChem.
2.4. Docking studies
2.4.1. Preparation of muscarinic receptor M2 and Cox-2 for docking and
ligand preparation
The 3D crystal structure of muscarinic receptor M2 (PDB ID: 3UON)
and Cox-2 (PDB ID: 3LN1) resolved at 3.0 Å [8] and 2.4 Å [9] respectively
were obtained from Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) and used as
docking templates. Pre-docking approaches were exercised on proteins to
increase the accuracy of the docking procedure. Atropine, a known
muscarinic receptor antagonist and radioprotector, was selected as the
reference compound for studies with M2 receptor. Compounds identiﬁed
from JHCCL (top four hits from structural similarity search against SMB)
were also considered for analysing the binding pattern with the muscarinic receptor M2. On the other hand, indomethacin, a known and wellestablished radioprotector owing to its Cox-2 antagonist/inhibitory activity, was used as a reference compound for Cox-2 binding studies. All
these compounds were prepared for docking, and further processing and
minimization were carried out with the help of Open Babel 2.2.3 [10].
2.4.2. Parameter optimization for docking
AutoDock Vina was chosen for docking owing to its processing speed
and superior binding model predicting ability [11]. The accuracy
assessment and performance optimization were carried out prior to virtual screening. Native ligand of the crystal structures was isolated,
minimized and redocked into the binding pocket. Comparisons were
made between the conformations of docked and crystal bound ligands.
Docking was performed at 10, 20 and 50 num_modes and 10, 20 and 50
exhaustiveness. Subsequently 50 num_mode and 10 exhaustiveness were
opted as ﬁnal parameters because this combination elucidated maximum
accuracy with high speed. Best grid structures and coordinates were
chosen, that covers the entire binding pocket of the target protein. The
parameters adopted were (a) for M2: center_x ¼ 7.07, center_y ¼ 1.41
and center_z ¼ 4.26 with the grid size size_x ¼ 20.9, size_y ¼ 20.9 and
size_z ¼ 20.9; and (b) Cox-2: center_x ¼ 31.724, center_y ¼ 22.006 and
center_z ¼ 17.132 with the grid size size_x ¼ 30, size_y ¼ 30 and
size_z ¼ 30 Å. The ligand-protein complex was minimized with 200 steps

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Collection of compounds with radioprotection property
An independent literature survey was performed in PUBMED (www.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing representing target identiﬁcation from library screening.

of steepest descent force ﬁeld, and the binding pose of the reference
compounds (atropine for M2 and indomethacin for Cox-2) was compared
with SMB, the lead that was identiﬁed from zebraﬁsh screening with
novel radioprotection/mitigation property. The other top four molecules
identiﬁed from structural screening of JHCCL were also compared for the
binding pose with the reference compound atropine, as a proof of point
that structures that are similar tend to have similar activity too.

suggested that SMB is most similar to atropine. Similarly, the screening of
JHCCL for molecules structurally similar to SMB revealed four potential
compounds with similar Tc and all belonging to anti-cholinergic class
(Table 1). Conversely, a structural similarity search with atropine as a
reference compound against JHCCL revealed SMB as one of the top hits
within the set threshold Tc. Interestingly, these all were found to belong
to the same drug class, further emphasising that search based on structural indices are indeed potential leads in ﬁnding similar molecules.

2.5. Decoys docking
3.2. Functional similarity studies
To validate the prediction of SMB to act as a true antagonist of Cox-2,
a set of decoys (n ¼ 5) was randomly chosen from the Directory of Useful
Decoys Enhanced (DUDE), Prostaglandin H2 (PGH2) target. Autodock
Vina was used to dock the decoys to the active site of their speciﬁc
protein Cox-2 The decoys are likely to be inactive because these are
chemically different from any known active [12]. The parameters (grid
and center sizes) adopted for decoys docking with Cox-2 were similar as
mentioned above. Ligands for validation study included the native ligand
(celecoxib), reference molecule indomethacin, test molecule (SMB) and
the ﬁve randomly chosen decoys that comprised of the negative test set
(ZINC04124237, ZINC06419531, ZINC19288223, ZINC39206204,
ZINC67617293). Top-ranked poses were used for all the compounds. The
ligand protein interaction was analyzed based on docking score (binding
afﬁnity in terms of BE) and the conservation of residues involved in
hydrophobic interaction as well as the hydrogen bonding of ligands with
the protein. These interactions are important parameters for validating
docking of a ligand and for its assessment of being active against that
speciﬁc target. Protein Ligand Interaction Proﬁler (PLIP), a fully automated novel web service for analyzing and visualising non-covalent interactions in PDB, was used to detect these non-covalent interactions of
the generated complexes [13].

3.2.1. Docking against M2 receptor
Atropine, amongst the pool of known RM, was found to be the most
identical to SMB and hence was selected as the lead for identifying potential targets for the novel radioprotector SMB. This method was used to
unravel the possible target that could probably be involved in radioprotection, driven by similarity indices between these two molecules.
Both atropine and SMB belong to anti-cholinergic class of drugs (Table 1)
and share almost all the targets (DrugBank, PubChem). To unravel at
what level these two compounds share similarities and activity, if any,
functional studies including molecular docking studies were performed.
Docking of the native ligand (3-quinuclidinyl-benzilate) with
muscarinic receptor M2 revealed a very low root mean square deviation
(r.m.s.d) value (0.56 Å) with conserved binding pattern and binding
Table 1
Structural similarity search of Johns Hopkins Clinical Compound Library (JHCCL) and
known radiomodulators (RM) against scopolamine methyl bromide (SMB).

3. Results
3.1. In silico screening of JHCCL

Small
molecules

Drug Category

Tanimoto coefﬁcient (Tc)
Index

Atropine
Hyoscyamine
Scopolamine
Homatropine
Ipratropium

Mydriatic, Antimuscrainc
Mydriatic, Antimuscrainc, Antispasmodic
Antispasmodic
Mydriatic
Antispasmodic, Anticholinergic,
Antimuscrainc

0.66
1
0.8
0.79
0.69

The similarity search (Tc  0.5) of SMB and atropine (the lead known RM) revealed ﬁve
potential compounds from JHCCL with similar indices. The novel lead SMB was also found
to belong to the same class of drug molecule as atropine.

3.1.1. Structural similarity
Structural similarity studies by analyzing Tc index against known RM
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energy (BE ¼ 11.4 kcal/mol) (Fig. 2). Atropine exhibited BE of
9.4 kcal/mol against M2 receptor, while SMB and the other top four
molecules from JHCCL revealed BE in the range of 9.7 to 9.2 (Table 2,
Fig. 3). Amongst these, SMB not only bind in a similar fashion as atropine
(Fig. 3) but was also found to have the lowest BE of 9.7 kcal/mol
(Table 2); alternatively, the highest binding afﬁnity amongst all the other
identiﬁed JHCCL molecules.
The superimposed position of atropine and SMB within the binding
pocket of M2 supports their similarities in terms of structure as well as
functional activity (Fig. 4). Closer observation of structural entities of
both the ligands, depicted by structure alignment within the pocket,
showed identical structural signature and binding pattern, which holds
strong functional relation between the two. The lower BE of the small
molecule was found to be driven by hydrogen bonding between oxygen
atoms of SMB and tyrosine residue (TYR-104) of the receptor. Conclusively, SMB was believed to behave in a similar fashion as atropine.

Table 2
Binding energy of atropine, SMB and JHCCL small molecules considering native
ligand as the reference.
JHCCL small molecule

BE* (Kcal/mole)

Native ligand
Scopolamine methyl bromide
Atropine
Scopolamine
Hyoscyamine
Homatropine
Ipratropium

11.4
¡9.7
9.4
9.3
9.3
9.2
9.2

Docking study with muscarinic receptor M2 revealed a similar binding pattern of all
the listed compounds. The in vivo identiﬁed novel radiomodulator, SMB, revealed
similar pattern as well as similar BE of 9.7 kcal/mol in comparison with the known
RM atropine (BE ¼ 9.4 kcal/mol). *RM: Radiomodulator, BE: Binding Energy.

target of SMB.
Docking of the native ligand, celecoxib, with Cox-2 receptor revealed
a very low r.m.s.d value (0.54 Å) with a conserved binding pattern and
BE (11.0 kcal/mol) (Table 3, Fig. 5a). Indomethacin was chosen for
docking studies as a reference ligand for two reasons: (i) it is reported to
hold vagus nerve stimulating activity through cholinergic pathway [15]
and (ii) it is also a non-selective Cox-2 inhibitor. These were considered
as very important parameters in ﬁnding off targets for similar molecules
like SMB, which is also reported to have anti-cholinergic activity and
radioprotective activity. Indomethacin exhibited BE of 8.2 kcal/mol
with Cox-2 receptor (Table 3, Fig. 5b). While SMB not only bound in a
fashion similar to indomethacin, but also showed similarly low BE of
8.0 kcal/mol (Table 3, Fig. 5b). Closer observation of the binding
pocket for possible interactions indicates that LEU338, SER339 and
TYR341 are involved in H-bonding, while hydrophobic contacts were
driven by VAL335, LEU338, SER339, PHE504, VAL509 and ALA513.
Both indomethacin and SMB exhibited a binding pattern similar to celecoxib, the native ligand. The residues involved in the hydrophobic interactions as well as the hydrogen bonding with the receptor drove these
similarities. These interactions and superimposition further signiﬁed
their similar activities and the ability to antagonize Cox-2 action in a
similar fashion.

3.3. Docking of scopolamine methyl bromide against Cox-2 receptor
Since SMB was found to exhibit in vivo anti-inﬂammatory properties
in zebraﬁsh embryos (data communicated), we were intrigued to further
assess its possible off target, other than M2, that may have potential role
in anti-inﬂammation. Some previous studies revealed that Cox-2 inhibitors (NSAIDs aspirin, indomethacin and ibuprofen) cross talk with
cholinergic pathways [14] thereby providing a base for exploring the off

3.4. Validation of scopolamine methyl bromide as antagonist of Cox-2
receptor
The interaction of celecoxib, indomethacin and SMB with Cox-2
shared similarities in terms of not only docking score, but also
conserved binding pattern within the binding pocket of the protein
(Fig. 5). However, all the decoys that were included in our study showed
a very low docking score (BE in range of 5.9 to 6.4) and hence, a low
binding afﬁnity for Cox-2 (Table 3). PLIP analysis further revealed that
all the non-covalent interactions (hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding)
governing binding of an active ligand within Cox-2 were not found to be
similar for the decoys bound Cox-2. All decoys docked outside the
binding pocket of the protein with no superimposition observed for any
of them in comparison with the native ligand celecoxib, or even with the
reference or test ligand, indomethacin and SMB respectively (Supplementary Fig. 1). The complexes of decoy with the protein were dissimilar
not only in terms of binding energy, but these dissimilarities was also due
to the absence of all non-covalent interactions that seems important to
drive antagonistic function towards Cox-2. Unlike for celecoxib, indomethacin or SMB; residues ASN72, PHE196, VAL433, and ALA436 drove
the hydrophobic interaction for decoys. In addition, residues TYR134,
HIS193, PHE196, THR198, HIS200, ASN368, HIS372, and GLN440 were
involved in hydrogen bonding with the decoys.
Fig. 2. Molecular Docking of the native ligand with muscarinic receptor M2. Aligned
conformations of crystal bound (stick representation) and docked ligand (ball and stick
representation) with 0.56 Å r.m.s.d value, both exhibiting similar binding pattern and
hydrogen bonding with M2. Lower panel shows an enlarged view of these superimposed
ligands.

4. Discussion
In view of lack of an effective radioprotector, a small molecule clinical
compound library JHCCL was screened for identifying novel
21
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Fig. 3. Molecular docking of known radioprotector atropine and JHCCL small molecules with muscarinic receptor M2. (a)–(f): The docked pose of homatropine; atropine; hyoscyamine;
scopolamine methyl bromide; scopolamine and ipratropium respectively.

that share structural similarities are expected to share functional similarities too [16].
Atropine is a well-known muscarinic receptor antagonist and its
radioprotective action has been attributed to its ability to block the action
of acetylcholine, further leading to the blockage of the effects of vagus
nerve activity on the heart and inhibit arrhythmia. Further functional
analysis of known radioprotectors revealed that M2 muscranic receptor/
cholinergic receptor is the predominant target for atropine [17]. It was
interesting to ﬁnd that both atropine and SMB belong to the same class of
drug molecules (anti-cholinergics), which in turn supports the notion
that atropine could be useful for identifying probable targets for
scopolamine methyl bromide and other similar molecules on screening.
It was intriguing to identify whether or not SMB also shows speciﬁc
preference for M2 form of muscarinic receptor as atropine does amongst
all other reported muscarinic targets (available in public databases like
DrugBank). For predicting the possible interactions, two standard parameters were chosen, which have already been reported in a number of

radioprotective agents using zebraﬁsh as a model organism. An unbiased
screening led to the identiﬁcation of scopolamine methyl bromide (SMB),
a known muscarinic receptor antagonist, as a potential mitigator for radiation induced injury and lethality in zebraﬁsh. To our best understanding, this is the ﬁrst report suggesting repositioning of muscarinic
receptor antagonist for radioprotection using zebraﬁsh system. Further,
in vivo mechanistic studies revealed SMB to mitigate/protect radiation
damage through anti-apoptotic and majorly by anti-inﬂammatory
mechanisms. We were thus interested to identify the potential target
that could possibly be responsible in rendering protection by SMB against
radiation induced damage. In order to decipher the contributory target
towards the radio-mitigative potential of SMB, in silico studies were undertaken. Structural similarity with known radiomodulators (known
RM), carried out to identify a possible lead for our study, revealed
atropine to be structurally similar to SMB based on the tanimoto coefﬁcient index (Tc). A high structural similarity between both the molecules
further supported our rationale to carry out this study that compounds
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Fig. 5. Molecular docking with Cyclooxygenase-2 (Cox-2) receptor. (a) Aligned conformations of crystal bound and docked ligand with 0.54 Å r.m.s.d value, both exhibiting
similar binding pattern and hydrogen bonding with Cox-2. (b) Superimposed binding
poses of indomethacin (ball and stick representation) and scopolamine methyl bromide
(stick representation) with Cox-2 receptor.

Fig. 4. Aligned conformations of atropine (stick representation) and scopolamine methyl
bromide (ball and stick representation), both exhibiting similar binding pattern and
hydrogen bonding with M2. Lower panel shows an enlarged view of these superimposed
ligands.

atropine, SMB also has a possible preference for M2 form of muscarinic
receptor (BE of 9.7 kcal/mol). This also revealed that molecules that
share structural similarities indeed share similar function too. A very
high similarity observed in terms of binding conformation and the key
intermolecular interaction between ligands (atropine and SMB) and M2
receptor strongly suggest that both these molecules share similarities at
structural as well as functional level. Further, in silico screening of JHCCL
for identifying molecules sharing structural similarities with SMB
revealed ﬁve different compounds. As was expected, the docking studies
of these four molecules also suggest their potential to interact with M2
receptor. It would be interesting to evaluate the radioprotective action
for these small molecules.
Recent studies have suggested that drugs with muscarinic targets also
exert anti-inﬂammatory, antiproliferative and anti-remodeling effects
[19]. Atropine is reported to antagonize prostaglandin E (PGE) induced
vascular permeability, a crucial event in the pathogenesis of inﬂammation [20]. Similarly, other compounds such as amitriptyline and methanetheline, an atropine like drug, have shown strong anti-inﬂammatory
action against chemical induced inﬂammation in rats [21]. In fact, an
atropine pro drug in its intact form is shown to exhibit anticholinergic
activity, while after hydrolysis it exerts an anti-inﬂammatory action [15].
However, it is also reported that in absence of hydrolysis in the plasma,
few cholinergic esters still exhibit anti-inﬂammatory activity suggesting
an intrinsic capability of anti-inﬂammation for these anti-muscarinic.

Table 3
Binding energy of native ligand, reference ligand, test ligand and DUD-E decoys against
Cox-2 target.
Ligands

BE* (Kcal/mole)

Native ligand, celecoxib
Reference ligand (indomethacin)
Test ligand (scopolamine methyl bromide)
Decoy 1 (ZINC04124237)
Decoy 2 (ZINC06419531)
Decoy 3 (ZINC19288223)
Decoy 4 (ZINC39206204)
Decoy 5 (ZINC67617293)

11
8.2
8.0
6.1
6.4
5.9
6.4
6.6

Docking study with Cox-2 receptor revealed a similar binding pattern of native, reference
and test compound SMB. The in vivo identiﬁed novel radiomodulator, SMB, revealed
similar pattern as well as similar BE of 8.0 kcal/mol in comparison with the reference
molecule indomethacin (BE ¼ 8.2 kcal/mol). DUD-E PGH2 decoys showed low binding
afﬁnity to Cox-2 in comparison with all other small molecule ligands. * BE: Binding Energy.

previous studies [18]. First is the BE and second is the adopted binding
conformation of the ligand in the binding pocket of the target. Further,
the native crystal bound ligand 3-quinuclidinyl-benzilate was chosen as a
positive control for the study. Results clearly suggest that, similar to
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provides a challenging, but a relatively unbiased metric for evaluating
docking performance [28]. It minimizes the biases by matching the
physical properties in decoys with those of the active ligands. The cross
validation results for Cox-2 DUD-E benchmark highlighted the afﬁnity of
SMB for Cox-2 target in comparison to all the decoys considered in our
study. As revealed from our analysis, Cox-2 has a deeply buried hydrophobic pocket, and comparative docking with decoys further supports
our ﬁnding for SMB to behave as an active ligand for Cox-2. SMB exhibits
a similar binding pattern as the native ligand celecoxib or reference
ligand indomethacin exhibits within the binding pocket of Cox-2,
analyzed by the superimposed pattern of these three molecules.
Furthermore, the decoys exhibited poor binding afﬁnity and noncovalent interactions that would not sufﬁce to antagonise Cox-2. These
results more stringently measured the docking success of SMB with Cox2. Overall, the DUD-E benchmark study further helped to validate our
prediction of SMB as a novel ligand that antagonizes Cox-2 in a fashion
similar to its native ligand celecoxib and the well-established radioprotector indomethacin.
During the identiﬁcation stage docking is a very useful strategy to
identify potential novel molecules with high afﬁnities against a target.
The scoring functions through docking are able to classify compounds
into actives and inactives [29]. AutoDock Vina has the best scoring
power, its combination of speed and accuracy has made it an ideal program for virtual screening and has already been used in several research
studies and novel docking approaches. It enables accurate and fast predictions of small molecule inhibitors [11]. Moreover, molecular docking
approach is used not only to identify the correct conformation of a ligand
within the target binding pocket but also to estimate the strength of the
interaction between a target and a ligand [30]. Overall on the basis of the
docking scores against the target, our results clearly suggests interaction
of SMB more strongly with Cox-2 in comparison to low afﬁnity of all the
decoys, and importantly accurately suggesting its similarity to known
actives like celecoxib and indomethacin. Further validation in zebraﬁsh
embryos revealed a 2-fold inhibition of Cox-2 with SMB treatment post
radiation (Shrivastava et al., 2016, manuscript communicated).

It is well known that the uncontrolled inﬂammatory response has
been attributed to radiation induced tissue injury and death, and a
number of anti-inﬂammatory agents have been reported to render signiﬁcant radioprotection [22]. In view of the importance inﬂammation
response holds, and the close structural and functional similarities that
SMB shares with atropine, it was interesting to ﬁnd whether SMB exerts
anti-inﬂammatory activity in the same way as atropine exerts. The primary screening biological assays with SMB has shown it to have no activity either as a modulator or as an inhibitor of prostaglandin E receptor
(PubChem, biological database, http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov),
hence its involvement and contribution towards anti-inﬂammatory activity by SMB was ruled out. Thus, it suggested that SMB exerts antiinﬂammation action in a way other than antagonizing PGE like atropine does.
The prostaglandin synthesis from arachidonic acid is under tight
regulation of prostaglandin receptors and cyclooxygenase enzymes,
constitutive form Cox-1 and inducible form Cox-2 [23]. A majority of
nonsteroidal anti-inﬂammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are reported to be Cox-2
inhibitors [24]. In our earlier report [25], we have highlighted the
importance of Cox-2 as a target for countering inﬂammation and
achieving radioprotection. Thus, in view of the importance that Cox-2
holds in inﬂammation and radioprotection, further in silico studies
were performed to assess whether SMB interacts with Cox-2, and if latter
is responsible for its anti-inﬂammatory activity post radiation injury. It is
well established that indomethacin, a NSAID and a known non-selective
Cox inhibitor, also renders radioprotection [23]. It was also interesting to
know that even indomethacin was found to increase the vagus nerve
activity [26]. Though these ﬁndings were in the context of gastric acidity
and ulcer formation, but the stimulation activity by indomethacin was
reported to contribute to the anti-inﬂammatory action through cholinergic pathway. There was thus a resemblance of action of indomethacin
and SMB as anti-cholinergics and anti-inﬂammatory agents. Indomethacin, was hence taken as a reference ligand in the present case for our
docking studies against Cox-2 to assess anti-inﬂammatory action of SMB.
It was indeed interesting to ﬁnd out that the docking studies are in
corroboration with our assumptions and suggested that SMB is similar to
indomethacin (BE 8.2 kcal/mol) in antagonizing Cox-2, and hence
responsible for its anti-inﬂammation action. In addition, the decoy
molecules that make up high failure rate of docking screens are more
informative than prediction from the docking screens alone [27]. DUD-E
is a well-known benchmark that speciﬁes a test set against a target
providing a complimentary assessment of docking studies [12]; in other
words, it helps validate the prediction of docking through the measurement of binding site residues and docking scores. It is the largest and
most comprehensive public data set to benchmark virtual screening and

5. Conclusion
Our in silico ﬁnding suggests that scopolamine methyl bromide (SMB)
can potentially act as an antagonist of Cox-2, hence exerting an antiinﬂammatory activity post radiation injury.
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